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Arrhythmias in competitive athletes are not rare. The prevalence of ventricular
arrhythmias in people playing sports is not easy to estimate. First reports come from the
80s-90s of the 20th century and there are no contemporary studies concerning the frequency
of ventricular arrhythmia in normal populations of athletes. The problem of ventricular
arrhythmias is regarded as extremely important because they are the most frequent cause of
sudden cardiac death in athletes. At the other side, ventricular arrhythmias may be a benign
feature of “athlete’s heart syndrome” [1].
One of the theories of ventricular arrhythmia at athletes relates to large areas of delayed
gadolinium enhancement (DGE) in the wall of the LV in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI),
sometimes as an incidental finding in athletes presenting with an increase in ventricular
premature beats (VPB) or new repolarization abnormalities. Current hypothesis is that these
scar regions are the sequalae of subclinical myocarditis. Athletes with such incidental finding,
however, seem to have a high likelihood to develop major ventricular arrhythmias during
follow-up [2].

The most important studies were performed in Italy. Since 1963 over a 30-year period,
more than 125.000 athletes were evaluated in 9 sports medical centers. 3,190 subjects (2.5%)
were disqualified. In 51% of them the reason for disqualification was of cardiovascular
origin, with arrhythmias as the most frequent abnormality [3]. It is estimated that 30% of
athletes do have frequent and complex ventricular tachyarrhythmias on ambulatory Holter
electrocardiography. Treadmill tests significantly underestimate the frequency and the grade
of arrhythmias [4].
Only 7% of athletes presenting arrhythmias have features of structural cardiac disease.
Cardiovascular abnormalities are significantly more common in athletes with complex
ventricular arrhythmias and frequent premature ventricular beats (>2 000/24 hours). In
30-40% of them, underlying myocardial disease is present, most frequently arrhythmogenic
right ventricular cardiomyopathy, dilated cardiomyopathy, mitral prolapse and myocarditis.
Noninvasive cardiac screening including ECG, exercise tests, 2-dimensional and Doppler
echocardiography, 24-hour Holter monitoring, and in selected cases, cardiac magnetic
resonance imaging allows us to identify potentially pathologic substrate and life-threatening
electrical instability [5].
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Ventricular tachyarrhythmias, identified in elite athletes
without cardiovascular abnormalities, are frequent expressions
of the “athlete’s heart syndrome” (up to 70%), though they are
not related to the presence or magnitude of training-induced LV
hypertrophy [6]. Brief deconditioning (5-6 months) usually results
in the resolution of arrhythmias in athletes without organic heart
disease [7]. Intense endurance training may lead to pathological
proarrhythmogenic right ventricular remodeling. It is why among
endurance athletes, ventricular arrhythmias most frequently
arise from the right ventricle. Usually these arrhythmias, even
nonsustained VT, are benign if structural, functional, and electrical
abnormalities do not fulfil arrhythmogenic right ventricular
cardiomyopathy criteria. Recently, an isolated subepicardial right
ventricular outflow tract scar being a substrate for fast VT in
high-level endurance athletes has been reported [8]. This kind
of arrhythmia can be successfully treated by ablation, giving the
athletes the chance for coming back to sports. Differentiation
between healthy athletes with benign RVOT arrhythmia and
concealed forms of potentially malignant right ventricular
cardiomyopathy is difficult. Echocardiographic and CMR measures
of right ventricular functions performed during exercise may reveal
underlying cardiac disease.
The risk of sudden cardiac death in athletes is 3.5-4.5 times
higher than in their counterparts not playing sports [9,10]. The
risk is enhanced by concealed cardiac entity predisposing to life
threatening arrhythmias. Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and
arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy, followed by
myocarditis, channelopathies and coronary artery anomalies in
young athletes and coronary heart disease in older athletes (>33y),
are the most important causes of sudden cardiac death during effort.
Increase of sympathetic activity, electrolyte imbalance, hyper- or
hypothermia, dehydration and ischemia are direct triggers for the
presence of an organic or electrical substrate. Most arrhythmogenic
entities may be detected during preparticipation examination,
comprising an ECG which is associated with substantial reduction
in cardiovascular mortality. Appropriate precautions including
medical treatment, ablation, sympathetic cardiac denervation and/
or ICD implantation and a choice of an adequate sport may reduce
the necessity of disqualification.

Among cardiac entities responsible for sudden cardiac death
in athletes, ARVC has a special place. No wonder that volume
and pressure overload during endurance effort influences
pathological right ventricular remodeling in individuals with
desmosome mutations causing arrhythmogenic right ventricular
cardiomyopathy, the entity being one of the most frequent causes
of sudden death in athletes. Indeed, ARVC patients are frequently
athletes and arrhythmias occur mainly during athletic activity.
Playing sports increases the risk of sudden cardiac death more than
fivefold in ARVC patients. Moreover, there is a relationship between
a disease’s severity and the intensity and duration of exercise.
James et al. documented the association of exercise with earlier
onset and more severe arrhythmic and structural disease evidence
in ARVC mutations carriers [11].
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Recently, a hypothesis of sport-dependence acquired form of
ARVC was proposed by Heidbuchel and La Gerche [12]. In athletes
with ARVC, desmosome mutations are significantly less frequent
than in ARVC patients who do not play sports. This susceptibility
may come from mutations in unknown genes or combinations
of polymorphisms. A recent international expert consensus
statement on the treatment of ARVC recommends a restriction
from competitive and/or endurance sports, as well as from other
athletic activities except for recreational low-intensity sports
in all symptomatic and asymptomatic ARVC patients. In healthy
gene mutations, a carrier’s restriction from competitive sports is
recommended [13,14].
Ventricular tachycardia (VT) is uncommon in athletes and
frequently occurs in the presence of structural heart disease. VT
can occur in the absence of detectable heart disease. Because of
the preservation of normal cardiac function, these arrhythmias are
generally well tolerated. These ventricular arrhythmias are usually
associated with a favorable prognosis in normal individuals, but
they could have a clear impact on athletic performance and career
[15].
Exercise-induced ventricular arrhythmias raise clinical
concerns as a marker of increased risk in the presence of underlying
cardiovascular disease. In a recently published paper by a group
of recognized Italian and American experts, exercise ECG testing
was performed in above 5000 consecutive athletes without heart
disease and analyzed for the occurrence of ventricular arrhythmias
[16].

Of the 5011 athletes, 367 (7,3%) showed > 1 premature
ventricular beat (PVB), including 331 (6,6%) with <10 PVBs and
36 (< 1%) with more than 10 PVBs and/or > 1 ventricular couplet
and/or > 1 burst of nonsustained ventricular tachycardia. The 331
athletes with <10 PVBs had no restrictions from competitive sports
and repeated testing over 3-12 months showed a spontaneous
reduction of arrhythmia, including 83/331 with the disappearance
of PVBs. The remaining 36 athletes were disqualified from sports
because of frequent and/or complex arrhythmias; 23 showed
reduction of arrhythmia at 3-12 months and were readmitted to
competition. The other 13 athletes with persistent arrhythmias
were considered for radiofrequency ablation: six of them were
successfully treated with abolition of arrhythmias and permitted to
return to competitive sports. No events of cardiovascular disease
occurred in the 367 athletes over a follow-up period of 7.4 +/- 5
years [16]. Exercise-induced cardiac arrhythmias have been
observed in ca 9% of 109 experienced participants (mean age =
48 years; mean marathon time 249min; ca 24% were women) of
marathon races in Berlin/Germany. The authors used portable ECG
recorders to document cardiac arrhythmias and ST –T segment
abnormalities during the race. Altogether in about 17% of male and
women runners, they identified abnormal ECG findings [17].

Ventricular tachycardia is often the cause of implantation of a
cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) to prevent sudden cardiac death
(SCD). In the case of athletes, this always causes a lot of discussion
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because of problems with continuation of physical activity that
is associated with tachycardia and unjustified ICD discharges.
Care of the Athletic Heart 2019 (CAH), directed by Matthew
Martinez MD, and Jonathan Kim, MD, convened June 20-22 at the
American College of Cardiology’s Heart House in Washington, DC.
Dr. Guru Kowlgi ended the session with a case of bidirectional
ventricular tachycardia in a recreational endurance athlete due
to catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia. It was
a rare moment when the panel and audience (220participants)
unanimously agreed that aggressive beta-blocker therapy should
be the mainstay of treatment in this disease and that ICDs should
only be used if syncope/ventricular tachycardia recurs despite
medical therapy [18].

The Usefulness of Sport Heart Rate Monitors in
Detecting Ventricular Arrhythmias

Nowadays, it is difficult to imagine an endurance athlete
implementing training plans without a sports heart rate monitor
(HRM) [19]. This applies to runners, cyclists or swimmers [20].
Although HRMs are intended for healthy athletes (with sinus
rhythm) to implement a training plan, they can “catch” cardiac
arrhythmias [21]. HRMs, by assessing the current heart rate, count
the main electric field resulting from ventricular contraction. HRMs
are not an electrocardiograph and they do not recognize P waves and
QRS complexes, so they, read” arrhythmia as a slow or fast heart rate.
Whether tachyarrhythmia or bradyarrhythmia is supraventricular
or ventricular is not identifiable with HRMs. HRMs with the function
of heart rhythm variability (HRV) inform us about regularity
rhythm or lack of it, still not allowing to determine what causes
the regularity disorder. Single supraventricular and ventricular
beats are completely indistinguishable. Athletes struggling with the
symptoms of bradyarrhythmia or tachyarrhythmia must undergo
professional diagnostics with the need to perform a minimum
ECG and Holter ECG [22,23]. This also applies to athletes with
paroxysmal atrial fibrillation suspicions [24].

Conclusion

In summary, it should be stated that although HRMs are a great
tool to control the intensity of training by controlling the heart
rhythm and can accidentally “catch” arrhythmias, their usefulness
in the diagnosis of ventricular arrhythmia is limited.
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